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💐 Is Christian faith viable? 
Courage 
Would you encourage your child or best friend to sign up with a belief system that’s seen 
about 70 million of its adherents killed for their beliefs over the last 2,000 years? A 
system that currently endures more than 7,000 of its adherents martyred each year? A 
system whose founder warned, Don’t sign up unless you’re willing to die? A system 
widely ridiculed by scientists, educators, philosophers, commentators and entertainers? A 
system whose own adherents admit blemishes in history and failures in present life? A 
system that—nevertheless—remains the world’s largest community of faith, adding 
perhaps 175,000 new believers daily? I don’t ask this question hypothetically. I really 
mean, would you? 

Clarity 
There are about 19 world religions. Within Christianity there are more than 30,000 
organisations; although these represent probably no more than 40 distinctive 
frameworks of belief. It’s confusing. Sceptics have a heyday with it. “If there’s one 
universal god, that god sure isn’t communicating clearly!” But wait. Suppose there is one 
God, and that he has communicated clearly. Suppose he’s alerted us to a corrupted 
opponent who spends all his time distorting and hiding truth. If you were that opponent, 
wouldn’t you be hell-bent on creating confusion? So here’s God’s clarity: “The Word 
became a human being. He made his home with us. We have seen his glory. It is the glory 
of the one and only Son. He came from the Father. And he was full of grace and truth.” 
John 1:14 (NIRV). 

Transformation 
Is Christian faith good for people? It’s true you can find examples among Christians of 
arrogance, intolerance, and other ugly characteristics affecting all humanity. But is there 
not evidence from around the world, that genuine Christians generate hope and joy? Is it 
not noticeable that Christian faith improves lives, families, workplaces and communities? 
Here’s an invitation for critics: Let Christian people speak for themselves. Ask them if 
their lives are better or worse because of their faith—and ask why. Find Christians who’ve 
gone through suffering because of their belief—ask them. Lives changed for the better; 
smiles progressively replacing frowns and worry lines—these are the warm and 
mysterious transformations that defy cold logic and theory. 
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Simplicity 
No person who believes planet Earth was created by God should become a national leader—
because to believe that way shows mental deficiency or denial of reason. I heard this stated 
by a high-level commentator. It reminds me of a prediction: “In the last days, mockers are 
going to have a heyday. Reducing everything to the level of their puny feelings.” 2 Peter 
3:3 (MSG). But what if the mockers are right? What if it is stupid to believe core Bible 
teaching? Actually, we see history filled with dead people who mocked noble belief, and 
did their best to destroy God’s Word. Christianity lives beyond this—producing leaders, 
scientists and other champions of intellect and integrity who practise simple faith in the 
Creator. Mockers do have their time. Believers set value on eternity. 

Pathway 
I’m not an intellectual—far from it. But like many of you reading this, I’m blessed with a 
good education, and a life of questioning, observation and experience. I’m also familiar 
with the Bible. I accept it as a record of God’s actions in history. A record, too, of God’s 
teaching—sometimes through proclamation and other times through poetry and 
symbolism. I have doubted. I nearly gave up on God. But he stood by me, and I came 
back to him. By the world’s measure, I’m a fool to believe. But for me it’s honest 
intellectually to conclude there’s a God who exists, cares and acts. The alternative? To 
believe we came from nothing and go to nothing. I live for Christian belief. I would die for 
it, too. If you are not walking closely with God on his pathway, I invite you to consider it 
today.
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